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SECTION 1
1.1.1

Introduction

Wates Development Limited has appointed i-Transport LLP to provide highways and
transportation advice, and to prepare this Travel Plan Statement (TPS), in support of a hybrid
planning application for a proposed residential development at Land at Appledore Road,
Tenterden, within the Ashford borough of Kent.

1.1.2

The hybrid application includes means of access, sport pitches and pavilion as a detailed element
and the residential development in outline. Overall the development is for:
•

a) Outline application for the development of up to 145 residential dwellings (50%
affordable) including the creation of access points from Appledore Road (one all modes
and one emergency, pedestrian and cycle only) and Woodchurch Road (pedestrian and
cycle only) and creation of a network of roads, footways, and cycleways through the site.
Provision of open space including children's play areas, community orchard, sustainable
drainage systems, landscape buffers and green links all on 12.35 ha of the site. (Matters
for approval: Access); and

•

b) Full planning permission for the change of land use from agricultural land to land to
be used as a country park (8.66 ha), and land to be used as formal sports pitches (3.33
ha), together with pavilion to serve the proposal and the surrounding area. Including
accesses, ancillary parking, pathways, sustainable drainage systems and associated
landscaping.

1.1.3

The Site is located to the south west of Ashford (approximately 14.5km straight line distance)
and is northeast of Tenterden town centre, between Appledore Road (B2080) and Woodchurch
Road (B2067). The Site is bound by existing residential properties to its western edge and
partially along its southern edge. The northern edge of the Site meets Woodchurch Road and
the eastern edge is existing agricultural fields. A site location plan is included in Figure 1.1.

1.1.4

The development proposal will provide up to 145 residential dwellings (Use Class C3) at the site,
alongside supporting access and infrastructure. The proposal also includes the change of
agricultural land, to land to be used as a country park and land to be used as formal sports
pitches, together with pavilion to serve the proposal and the surrounding area.
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1.1.5

This Travel Plan Statement has been produced to support and accompany the application and
should be read in conjunction with the Transport Assessment (i-Transport report reference
ITL9289-029).

1.1.6

A well-developed Travel Plan can mitigate adverse traffic impacts of a development and the
Government recognises their importance in achieving improvements in transport conditions at
the local level. Further evidence suggests that people who are physically active in their daily lives
are more productive and have good attendance records. The Department for Health publication
“Choosing Health: Making healthy choices easier (2004)” recognised the health benefits of
walking or cycling. Active travel, as part of a Travel Plan, enables people to enjoy these health
benefits as part of their daily routine.

1.1.7

The primary aim of this Travel Plan is to encourage residents and visitors to use sustainable
modes for travel to and from the site. Travel Plans have the potential to:
•

Help achieve more sustainable communities by improving their accessibility;

•

Reduce the need for car use with benefits in terms of reduced traffic, congestion, air
pollution and accidents;

•

Improve accessibility and travel choice for residents of the development in reaching
local facilities; and

•

Improve access by the wider community to the development by sustainable modes of
transport.

1.1.8

The remainder of this Travel Plan Statement is set out in the following sections:
•

Section 2 describes the development proposal;

•

Section 3 sets out the principles of the TPS, as well as the objectives and benefits of the
plan;

•

Section 4 considers the existing accessibility of the site;

•

Section 5 reviews the likely travel characteristics for the developments;

•

Section 6 sets out the measures that will be provided to encourage sustainable travel to
the site and to manage travel demand;

•

Section 7 provides a strategy for the implementation of the travel plan; and

•

Section 8 summarises the TPS.
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SECTION 2
2.1.1

Development Proposal

The development proposal will provide up to 145 residential dwellings (Use Class C3) at the site,
alongside supporting access and infrastructure. The proposal also includes the change of
agricultural land, to land to be used as a country park and land to be used as formal sports
pitches, together with pavilion to serve the proposal and the surrounding area.

2.2

An indicative site layout is shown on the architect’s plan contained in Appendix A which is
reproduced as Image 2.1 below.
Image 2.1: Proposed Site Layout

2.3

Site Vehicular Access Arrangements

2.3.1

Vehicular access is proposed to be taken from a single point of access on the land currently
occupied by the playing fields (F13) (eastern site access).

2.3.2

This access will serve all the residential dwellings on the site (with the outline masterplan
showing a possible primary internal road network) and the sports pitches and country park. This
link will be confirmed via future reserved matters applications. The internal road alignment to
the pavilion and sport pitches is in detail and discussed later in this section.
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2.3.3

The proposed site access is situated at the eastern end of the site, at a location near to the
existing sports pitch. It has been designed as a simple priority junction. The site access includes
a 5.5m wide carriageway, 6m radii with Appledore Road and 2m wide footways on either side to
tie in with the existing footpath along the northern side of Appledore Road. An uncontrolled
pedestrian crossing is shown across the site access, this will include dropped kerbs and tactile
paving.

2.3.4

The location of the proposed site access has been determined based on both highway design
principles, as part of the masterplan design, and the desire to retain as many street trees as
possible, being designed alongside arboriculture expertise. The access visibility splay requires
the removal of a single horse chestnut street tree (T43).

2.4

Speed Reduction Measures along Appledore Road

2.4.1

To support the development proposal, a reduction in the maximum speed limit of 40mph to
30mph along Appledore Road is proposed. This will facilitate pedestrian and cycle activity along
the road and relates well to the road’s existing continuous residential frontage. Given the existing
built up nature of the road with continuous direct accesses on both sides, footway provision
throughout, streetlighting, and the need for 40mph repeater signs to ensure drivers are aware
they are within a 40mph area (as the footways and streetlighting mean that the default speed
limit is 30mph unless otherwise signed), a speed reduction to 30mph is considered ideal to
improve safety and the environment for pedestrians and cyclists.

2.4.2

KCC has requested as part of previous correspondence that any movement of the existing speed
limit boundary to the east on Appledore Road should be accompanied by a gateway feature.
This would enhance the entry to the area, ensuring drivers are aware that they are entering a
suburban area where lower speeds are mandatory. Due to the existing observed 85th percentile
speeds being recorded in the vicinity of 40mph, any reduction in the speed limit would need to
be accompanied by physical measures to slow vehicles.

2.4.3

It is proposed to extend the length of the 30mph limit on Appledore Road from its current
location some 30m of the junction with East Hill, to the junction with William Judge Close. The
proposal is for the access points into the site from Appledore Road and the suite of different
traffic calming measures to be spaced approximately 100m-155m apart. The features are all
positioned so as to avoid existing residential driveways.
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2.5

Pedestrian and Cycle Site Access

2.5.1

There are three access points into the site proposed for pedestrian and cyclists, two from
Appledore Road and one from Woodchurch Road.
Appledore Road (east)

2.5.2

The site access at the sports pitches includes 2m wide footways connecting with the existing
footway of Appledore Road.

2.5.3

The eastern access makes no alterations to Public Right of Way (PRoW) AB12, other than
providing an additional footway connection to it. Where the eastern access continues through
the site, and towards the sports pitch and country park car park, it crosses PRoW AB12 in the
vicinity of the proposed new pavilion. In this location, the existing alignment of the PRoW is
maintained, and surface treatment introduced so as to prioritise pedestrian movements over
vehicular routes.
Appledore Road (west)

2.5.4

In addition, a pedestrian, cycle, and emergency vehicle access is to be provided at the western
end of the site (adjacent to No. 13 Appledore Road), circa 20m west of the Shrubcote (west) /
Appledore Road junction. This provides a 3.75m wide access to use by pedestrian and cyclists
only. Existing vehicle access into No. 11 and 13-15 Appledore Road is also to be retained at this
location. A bollard with emergency key is located beyond the retained driveway accesses, to
ensure it can also provide a secondary emergency access into the site.

2.5.5

A new zebra crossing of Appledore Road between the two accesses is proposed as part of the
suite of traffic calming measures, to enhance safe crossing for pedestrians to and from the site,
and a net benefit to existing residents.

2.5.6

The internal streets of the development will be designed to ensure a slow speed situation and
will be ideal for cyclists.
Woodchurch Road

2.5.7

The existing PRoW through the site will be upgraded between Woodchurch Road and the
proposed sports pavilion. However, as noted previously, the PRoW joins Woodchurch Road at a
location where there is no pedestrian provision, or crossing facilities, and within an unlit section
of the national speed limit.
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2.5.8

Therefore, no improvements to the PRoW towards Woodchurch Road are to be provided, to
discourage its use. Instead, and to meet the identified desire line to the northwest to and from
the site, an alternative access for pedestrians and cycles is to be provided to Woodchurch Road,
between properties known as “Greenways” and “Willow Cottage”, some 75m west of the junction
with Knockwood Road. The access includes a bollard to prevent vehicles accessing the site from
Woodchurch Road as well as an uncontrolled crossing with dropped kerbs and tactile paving
across Woodchurch Road tying in with the existing footpath along the northern side of
Woodchurch Road. The internal site layout will be designed to direct pedestrians and cycles to
the new access. It is likely that use of the PRoW will be minimal, although it will be retained.

2.6

Pedestrian Links

2.6.1

Lightly trafficked roads surrounding the site are conducive to walking alongside and frequent
crossing, away from formal crossing provision. As referenced above, the proposal includes a
suite of traffic calming measures and a reduced speed along Appledore Road (from existing
40mph to 30mph), as well as a formal uncontrolled zebra crossing on Appledore Road, and a
formal uncontrolled dropped kerb crossing on Woodchurch Road. These will all assist in the
promotion of walking as a travel mode for existing residents in the area, as well as residents of
the proposed development – linking the site and its country park to the rest of the town.

2.7

Bus Stops

2.7.1

The proposal will provide two bus stops on Woodchurch Road as shown at Drawing No. ITL9289GA-113. This is as a result of a direct request from KCC.

2.7.2

These stops will consist of a pole and flag (with no shelter) in common with other bus stops and
the character of the existing streets, including along Appledore Road, Oaks Road, Ashford Road
(A28) and the High Street.

2.8

Review of Car and Cycle Parking Provision
Residential

2.8.1

Guidance for car parking for residential development is contained within the Ashford Local Plan
(Policy TRA3a), the Ashford Borough Council Residential Parking and Design Guidance (2010),
Kent Design Review (IGN3, November 2008), and the Kent and Medway Structure Plan, Kent
Vehicle Parking Standards (July 2006) SPG 4.
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2.8.2

The above guidance and standards will be taken into account when calculating the number of
car and cycle parking spaces for the residential element of the development against the final
schedule of accommodation at the site, as the residential element is in outline, the car and cycle
parking are proposed to be calculated and agreed as part of the reserved matters application.
However, the indicative masterplan supporting this application demonstrates one way in which
a future site layout may meet the requirements.
Sports Pitches and Country Park

2.8.3

The Kent and Medway Structure Plan 2006 – SPG 4 – Kent Vehicle Parking Standards (July 2006)
includes relevant car and cycle parking guidance for the sport pitch element of the development
proposal.

2.8.4

For outdoor sports facilities / playing fields, maximum car parking standards apply at one space
per two participants and one space per 15 spectators. Motorcycle parking should also be
provided for non-residential developments at one space, plus one space for every 20 car parking
spaces provided. A minimal cycle parking provision should be provided based on one space per
10 participants, plus 10 percent for short term and one space per 10 staff assumed for long term.
Parking standards for country parks are based on 1 car parking space per 400 visitors per annum.

2.8.5

The Football Association – Ground Grading Requirements (1.6 on car parking) notes that there
should be adequate car parking facilities on or adjacent to the ground.

2.8.6

The Kent County League Ground Criteria (1.5 on car parking) notes that there should be
adequate car parking facilities on or reasonably adjacent to the ground.

2.8.7

Based on the sport pitch parameters and discussion and agreement between members of the
design team and the Kent Football Association, the following parking spaces are proposed for
the sport pitch element of the development proposal:
•

70 car parking spaces (based upon 56 for participants and 4 for spectators – youth
pitches, 9 for the Country Park and 1 for staff of the Pavilion), of these four (6%) would
be larger to accommodate disabled provision. 60 of the total 70 spaces are in the main
car park located south of the main adult pitch (including the 4 disabled spaces), the
remaining 10 spaces are in the orchard parking area, west of the PRoW AB12;

•

4 motorcycle spaces; and

•

16 bicycle parking spaces located adjacent to the pavilion.
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SECTION 3

Principles, Objectives and Benefits

3.1

Principles

3.1.1

This TPS focuses on promoting sustainable lifestyles amongst new residents and visitors,
through reducing the need for travel by private car; providing non-car mode travel options for
local journeys and influencing modal choice.

3.2

Objectives

3.2.1

The Travel Plan has the following objectives:
•

To support a range of sustainable transport alternatives to provide residents and visitors
with options for travel to/from the site;

•

To develop an awareness of the options for sustainable travel to and from the site
amongst residents and identify how changes to travel behaviour can have positive
environmental impact on issues such as air quality; and

•

To promote car sharing, walking, cycling and public transport as safe, efficient,
affordable alternatives to private cars and highlight the health and environmental
benefits of using sustainable travel modes.

3.3

Benefits

3.3.1

The development of a TPS has a number of benefits for future residents as well as the existing
local community and surrounding environment.
Residents
•

Improved health and fitness through increased levels of walking and cycling;

•

Increased travel flexibility offered through wider travel choices;

•

The social aspects of sharing transport with others; and

•

A better environment within the site and its immediate area as vehicular movements are
minimised and parking pressures are reduced.
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Local Community and Environment
3.3.2

The sustainable transport strategy for the development proposal will benefit existing residents
in the local area in several ways, including:
•

The impact of the development on the local environment will be lessened in terms of
reducing congestion, noise and atmospheric pollution created by vehicle trips to and
from the site; and

•

The use of walking, cycling and public transport modes to and from the site will reduce
pollution levels and contribute to a reduction in vehicular turning movements to/from
the site. This will contribute to both local air quality management and national climate
change reduction targets.
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SECTION 4

Existing Conditions

4.1

Overview

4.1.1

This section of the TPS describes the existing accessibility of the site by walking, cycling and
public transport.

4.2

Walking

4.2.1

Residents of the site can easily access the town centre by walking - the north-eastern end of the
High Street retail offering is circa 650m from the proposed western site access with Appledore
Road (an approximate nine minute walk or three minute cycle). The main pedestrian route would
include routing along Appledore Road, East Hill onto Oaks Road which leads to the town centre
via East Cross and the High Street. The retail area centred on the High Street includes a wide
range of local facilities (including circa 100 retail stores, restaurants, cafes, banks and
hairdressers). These include, but are not limited to:
•

two main supermarkets (Waitrose and Tesco Superstore);

•

convenience and comparison retail shops (including Boots, M&Co, WHSmith, Holland
and Barrett, Waterstones, and Vision Express);

4.2.2

•

Cafes and restaurants (including a range of independent and chains offerings);

•

Banks and a post office;

•

Hair and beauty services; and

•

a medical centre, and a dentist.

These, plus leisure and employment areas, are shown on the local facilities plan in Figure 4.1.
Shrubcote Stores (Premier) providing local convenience retail is also a short distance from the
site (circa 350m), a five minute walk or two minute cycle from the proposed eastern Appledore
Road access.

4.2.3

Bus stops are located on Appledore Road and Woodchurch Road which can both be easily
accessed by walking from the site.
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4.2.4

An extensive Public Rights of Way (PROW) network in Tenterden provides many opportunities
to access the local area via foot from the site. Part of this network is a footpath (AB12) which
runs broadly northwest-southeast through the site that provides a key desire line to Homewood
School and the Sinden Theatre, from the northern section of the Site across Woodchurch Road
along Knockwood Road.

4.2.5

There are two main routes that both pedestrians and cyclists could take from the site to reach
either Homewood School or Sinden Theatre. Both routes start on Knockwood Road, with one
route turning left onto Homewood Road after circa 310m, whilst the other route involves staying
on Knockwood Road (and utilising the pedestrian and cycle pathway) before turning left onto
Ingleden Park Road. Both routes lead onto Ashford Road.

4.2.6

The routes to Homewood School and the Sinden Theatre are residential streets with footways
on both sides of the carriageway, are street lit, and subject to an urban area 30mph speed limit.

4.3

Cycling

4.3.1

The site has access to National Cycle Route 18, approximately 1.8km from the site, which
provides a 61-mile long route from Canterbury to Royal Tunbridge Wells. There is also a link to
Route 18 from Tenterden High Street which routes up Ashford Road and Ox Lane, where it joins
with the east west section of the route along Swain Road.

4.3.2

Lightly trafficked roads surrounding the site are conductive to on-street cycling. Furthermore,
the proposals include a suite of traffic calming measures and a reduced speed along Appledore
Road (from existing 40mph to 30mph) which will assist in the promotion of cycling as a travel
mode for existing residents in the area, as well as residents of the proposed development.

4.4

Public Transport
Bus Services

4.4.1

The nearest bus stops on Woodchurch Road are located within a short walk from the site - circa
250 metres from the proposed site access adjacent to No. 13 Appledore Road, as well as some
300m from the proposed shared pedestrian/cycle access on Woodchurch Road. These are
served by bus routes: 2A with a two-hourly service to Ashford, the Tenterden Hopper2 Route A
to Shirkoak, AS2 and HS2 which provide routes to two schools, The Norton Knatchbull School
and the Homewood School. Other services can be accessed from Appledore Road, just 150m
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from the site access adjacent to No. 13 Appledore Road, provided by bus routes 293 and 297. A
summary of local bus services is provided in Table 4.1 overleaf.
4.4.2

The same site access is also located 800m from the bus stops on Ashford Road (south of the
junction with Beacon Oak Road), with the centre of the Site being located circa 1km from that
bus stop. These distances are not unduly onerous and services on route 12 are likely to also be
attractive to some new residents1. The services from this location are summarised in Table 4.1.

4.4.3

Furthermore, the bus stops on Tenterden High Street are located approximately 1km from the
proposed site access on Appledore Road- approximately a 12-minute walk. Bus stop ‘The Vine’
along the High Street provides services for bus routes 2, 2A, 12, 292, 293, 297, 299, 312, and the
Tenterden Hopper. The services from this location are also summarised in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Summary of Local Bus Services
Route

Stop Location

Typical Frequency
(shown for one direction)
Mon-Fri

Sat

Sun

2

Tenterden - Ashford

Ashford Road

Every 2 hours

Every 2
hours

-

2A

Tenterden Woodchurch Ashford

Woodchurch
Road

Every 2 hours

Every 2
hours

Every 2
hours

12

Tenterden - Headcorn
- Maidstone

Ashford Road

Hourly (every
30 minutes
between
10:00-14:00)

Hourly

Every 1.5
hours

292

HawkhurstSandhurstRolvendenTenterden

Tenterden, The
Vine

1 per day
(Friday only)

-

-

293

Tunbridge Wells –
Hawkhurst –
Tenterden Appledore - Rye

Appledore Road

1 per day
(Thursday
only)

-

-

Every 2
hours

-

297

Tenterden Appledore Road Every 2 hours
Cranbrook Goudhurst - Pembury
- Tunbridge Wells

1

The CIHT walking guidance identifies a desirable 400m walking distance to a bus stop but is also clear
that such distances should not be slavishly adhered to and the quality of service has a significant bearing
on the likelihood of using buses. This has been recognised in several appeal decisions.
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Route

Stop Location

Typical Frequency
(shown for one direction)
Mon-Fri

Sat

Sun

299

Tonbridge – Pembury
– Lamberhurst –
Hawkhurst Tenterden

Tenterden, The
Vine

1 per day
(Friday only)

-

-

312

Tenterden - Rye

Tenterden, The
Vine

Every 2 hours

Every 2
hours

-

Tenderden Route A: Tenterden –
St Michaels –
Hopper2
Woodchurch Tenterden

Woodchurch
Road, Lime Hill

2 per day
(Monday to
Friday only)

-

-

Tenderden Route B: Tenterden –
Rolvenden – Small
Hopper2
Hythe - Tenterden

Tenterden, The
Vine

2 per day
(Monday to
Friday only)

-

-

Tenderden Route C: Tenterden –
Hopper2
Stone – Appledore Tenterden

Tenterden, The
Vine

2 per day
(Monday to
Friday only)

-

-

HS2

Homewood School
Grounds, Tenterden –
Bromley Green –
Addington

Woodchurch
Road, Lime Hill

1 per day
(Monday to
Friday School
term only)

-

-

AS2

Ashford, The Norton
Knatchbull School –
Bethersden –
Appledore

Woodchurch
Road, Lime Hill

1 per day
(Monday to
Friday School
term only)

-

-

Source: Travelinesoutheast, accessed March 2021. Note that service timetable may be adjusted due to
Covid-19 travel restrictions.

4.4.4

There are frequent local buses, including an hourly service towards the centre of Tenterden, as
well as the main centres of employment, retail, and leisure in the area at Ashford and Hastings.
Both of these also provide rail links to London, with Ashford being served by high speed services
with a journey time less than 40 minutes, which also provide high speed rail links to other areas
of Kent and London.

2

The Tenterden Hopper service is a public transport pilot scheme which initially ran for 12 months from
June 2019. Kent has since secured funding for supported bus services which will allow these pilots to
continue into 2021.
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Rail Services
4.4.5

Ashford International station is located some 14.5km north of the site, and therefore beyond a
reasonable walk or cycle distance. However, it is accessible via bus service No. 2A from
Woodchurch Road in a journey time of circa 50 minutes, providing onward services via the highspeed services to central London in less than 40 minutes.

4.4.6

Headcorn railway station is located circa 14.2km north west of the site, and similar to Ashford
station is beyond a reasonable cycle distance. Headcorn station is accessible from bus service
No. 12 from Ashford Road (A28) in approximately 30 minutes. Headcorn station is operated by
Southeastern, it provides services to London Charing Cross (two trains per hour), Dover Priory
and Ramsgate via Canterbury West.

4.4.7

Located circa 9km to the east of the site, and therefore at the upper limits of an acceptable cycle
distance (30 minutes), Appledore station is on the Brighton to Ashford line, calling at Hastings
and Eastbourne en route. It provides two services in each direction in the morning and evening
peaks, and an hourly daytime service. The journey time to Ashford is circa 10 minutes, Hastings
is circa 30 minutes, Eastbourne circa 60 minutes, and Brighton circa 100 minutes. The station is
managed by Southern and has four covered cycle parking spaces with CCTV and a pay and
display 24-hour car park.
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SECTION 5
5.1.1

Travel Characteristics

The TA submitted with the planning application sets out the estimated traffic generation of the
development proposal.

5.1.2

The assessments in the TA sets out that the development is expected to generate 71 residential
two-way vehicle movements in the morning peak hour and 74 residential two-way vehicle
movements in the evening peak hour. The impact of this along with traffic generated by the
sport pitches on the surrounding local highway network was shown in the TA to be minimal.

5.1.3

Data from the 2011 Census has been obtained from the MSOA Ashford 013. This has been used
to estimate the number of trips by all modes expected to be generated by the development in
the morning and evening peak hours. Table 5.1 shows the breakdown of two-way trips to/from
the site by mode.
Table 5.1 Breakdown of Residential Trips by Mode
% Split from Census
Data

Mode

AM Peak Hour Two- PM Peak Hour TwoWay Trips
Way Trips

Driving a car or van

67.5%

71

74

On foot

19.0%

20

36

Car Passenger

5.0%

5

5

Rail

4.1%

4

4

Bus, minibus or coach

2.2%

2

2

Bicycle

1.7%

2

2

Motorcycle/moped

0.4%

0

0

Other

0.2%

0

0

Total

100%

105

110

Source: 2011 Census ‘Travel to Work’ data for MSOA Ashford 013. Errors due to rounding.
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SECTION 6

Measures

6.1

Overview

6.1.1

This section of the TPS describes the non-infrastructure or ‘soft’ Travel Plan measures that will
be developed and promoted for the residents of the new development. It covers:

6.1.2

•

Measures to encourage new residents to walk and cycle;

•

Measures to encourage the use of public transport;

•

Measures to encourage future residents to car-share; and

•

A new resident’s travel information pack.

The strategy for a Travel Plan Coordinator, implementation, funding and management of the
TPS is provided in the next section (Section 7).

6.2

Promotion of Walking and Cycling

6.2.1

The site is in close proximity to the local walking networks and streets ideal for cycling within
Tenterden and therefore offers many opportunities for the use of active forms of transport to
access the local facilities in the town centre.

6.2.2

The sports pavilion and all residential dwellings will include cycle parking in line with current
parking standards. Information on walking and cycling routes and facilities within the
development will be made available to new residents thought the residents travel information
pack and on a notice board within the sports pavilion.

6.3

Promotion of Public Transport

6.3.1

Information on the public transport routes and facilities serving the development will be made
available to new residents through the residents’ travel information pack and to visitors of the
sports pitches via a notice board within the sports pavilion.

6.3.2

The direct public transport services to local destinations will be emphasised.
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6.4

Car Sharing Scheme

6.4.1

Car sharing will be promoted amongst new residents of the development, particularly in relation
to journeys to work. Not only does car sharing cut the costs of travel to work for the individual,
but it reduces the numbers of residents making similar journeys at the same time, thereby
reducing peak hour congestion on routes between the site and local employment areas. This in
turn helps to reduce vehicle emissions, contributing to meeting local air quality targets.

6.4.2

Residents will be provided with information about car sharing via the Kent Connected car share
websites:

6.4.3

•

https://kentconnected.org/travel-smarter-by/carsharing; and

•

https://liftshare.com/uk/community/kent

A leaflet explaining the benefits of the car share scheme and how to register will be included in
the residential travel information packs. This provides an easy and safe way for potential car
sharers to identify people undertaking similar journeys.

6.5

Residents’ Travel Information Packs

6.5.1

New residents will be provided with travel information during the purchase of their property.
The initial sales pack will include a leaflet about the sustainability credentials of the development
and sales staff will be briefed on the sustainable travel option afforded by the site. The first
occupier of each household will be provided with a residents’ travel information pack.

6.5.2

It is proposed that the following items will be included in the resident’s travel information packs:
•

An information leaflet about the TPS, its aims and objectives and how to get involved;

•

Travel Plan mapping leaflets showing locations of key services and facilities and walking
and cycling journey times to these destinations;

•

Links / web address details for local cycle route maps;

•

Bus and rail maps and timetable information;

•

Information about journey planning services, e.g. www.nationalrail.co.uk and
www.travelinesoutheast.org.uk;

•

Information about car sharing through Kent Connected car share websites;

Date: 23 April 2021
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•

Information on national awareness events such as Bike Week, Catch the Bus Week, Walk
to Work/School Week etc;

•

Details regarding the provision of broadband to enable easy access to local home
delivery services and home working; and

•

Information about the home delivery services offered by supermarkets in the local area.

6.6

Summary

6.6.1

Measures are proposed to promote the use of walking, cycling and public transport amongst
new residents and visitors for local journeys and to make more efficient use of the private car
through the promotion of car sharing initiatives.

6.6.2

The proposed measures aim to ensure that the objectives set out in Section 3 of this TP are met
and to minimise single occupancy car travel to and from the site. Travel Plan information will be
provided at the point of initial sale of each residential unit and a travel information pack is
proposed for new residents encourage the use of sustainable transport modes.
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SECTION 7

Implementation

7.1

Introduction

7.1.1

This section of the report describes the framework through which the measures set out in
Section 6 will be implemented.

7.2

Travel Plan Coordinator
To ensure that the measures within the Travel Plan Statement are delivered, the developer will
appoint an individual or company to act as a Travel Plan Co-ordinator (TPC) role for the site.

7.2.2

In order to influence travel patterns at an early stage, it is intended that this point of contact
would be employed for the duration of the build period until the last occupation.

7.2.3

The main role of the TPC will be to have a good level of knowledge of sustainable travel
opportunities in the vicinity of the site, so as to provide residents with advice on how they may
make day to day journeys, i.e. how to access schools, workplaces and local facilities by non-car
modes and deliver the information required for the travel plan information pack as set out in
Table 7.1.

7.3

Framework for Implementation

7.3.1

The TPC should be appointed three months before the first occupation of a new development
in order to commence developments of the initial TPS measures in time for the first occupations.
Table 7.1 overleaf provides an initial framework for implementations of the measure set out
above and in Section 6 of this TPS.
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Table 7.1: Framework for Implementation
Measure

Timescale

Travel Plan Co-ordinator

Appointed at least three months prior to
first occupation

Information
Development and
Provision

Production of
residents’ travel
information packs

To be developed before first occupation

Promote car share schemes

Within resident’s travel information pack
and on notice board within sports pavilion

Walking / Cycling / Local Facilities maps

Within resident’s travel information pack
and on notice board within sports pavilion

Promote use of Bus and Rail modes

Within resident’s travel information pack
and on notice board within sports pavilion

Source: Consultant.
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SECTION 8
8.1.1

Summary and Conclusions

This TPS is submitted with the planning application for land at Appledore Road, Tenterden, this
is in support of a hybrid planning application for a proposed residential development. This TPS
should be read alongside the Transport Assessment (report reference ITL09289-029 R) submitted
with the planning application.

8.1.2

The hybrid application includes means of access, sport pitches and pavilion as a detailed element
and the residential development in outline. Overall the development is for:
•

a) Outline application for the development of up to 145 residential dwellings (50%
affordable) including the creation of access points from Appledore Road (one all modes
and one emergency, pedestrian and cycle only) and Woodchurch Road (pedestrian and
cycle only) and creation of a network of roads, footways, and cycleways through the site.
Provision of open space including children's play areas, community orchard, sustainable
drainage systems, landscape buffers and green links all on 12.35 ha of the site. (Matters
for approval: Access); and

•

b) Full planning permission for the change of land use from agricultural land to land to
be used as a country park (8.66 ha), and land to be used as formal sports pitches (3.33
ha), together with pavilion to serve the proposal and the surrounding area. Including
accesses, ancillary parking, pathways, sustainable drainage systems and associated
landscaping.

8.1.3

The TPS aims to promote sustainable lifestyles amongst new residents and visitors, through
reducing the need for travel by private car, (in particular reducing single occupancy car journeys);
providing non-car mode travel options for local journeys; and influencing modal choice.

8.1.4

In line with current guidance, sustainable transport measures will be incorporated as an integral
part of the site layout design. Car and cycle parking are proposed in line with local standards
and the access to the proposed development will be designed to cater for all users and to
encourage slow speeds ideal for pedestrians and cyclists. Furthermore, a suite of traffic calming
measures are proposed along Appledore Road in combination with reducing the speed limit
from 40mph to 30mph; this will improve safety and the environment for both pedestrians and
cyclists.
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8.1.5

The TPS puts forwards a range of non-infrastructure of ‘soft’ measures aimed at influencing
modal choice for travel to the site, including:
•

Measures to promote walking and cycling, including provision of plans showing walking
and cycling routes to local facilities;

•

Promotion of public transport, including provision of public transport timetable and
routes information;

8.1.6

•

Promotion of a car sharing scheme in Kent; and

•

A residents’ travel information pack.

A framework for implementation of the TPS is proposed. A Travel Plan Co-ordinator will be
appointed by the developer prior to first occupation to oversee the implementation of the
proposed measures. A suggested timetable for the implementation of these measures has been
identified.
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